A tour of Islands ActiveTeach

Navigate the units of the ActiveTeach software for Interactive Whiteboards and access all of the Pupils’ Book and Activity Book pages.

Click on an activity, play the audio and engage your pupils.

(1) Listen and point.
(2) Listen and repeat.
A wide variety of interactive activities...

(10) Match.

- Goodbye Rita!
- Hello Oscar. My name's Millie.
- Goodbye Oscar!
- Hello. My name's Oscar.

(14) Listen and number.

1 3 4 2

painting  collage  sculpture  drawing
(9) Listen to the story. Then act out.
... games for the class to play together...

... games for the pupils to play on their own...
Click on the **blue book icon** and go directly to the Activity book pages of that lesson.
(20) Look and choose.

This is my family. This is my [ ]

He's a doctor. His name's Paul.

My [ ] is a vet. Her name's Alice.

And this is my [ ].

He's two! His name's Sam.

(4) Click and drag.

- a: cook
- b: arts
- c: vet
- d: pilot
- e: doctor
- f: dentist
- g: dancer
- h: farmer
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Click on the **red book icon** to go back to the Pupil’s book lesson.

Click on the DVD section and watch the extra, animated stories... with Islands characters!

(View four animated stories with Islands characters and another four animated stories with new characters, all based on the language taught).
Click on the online icon at the end of the unit....

And go directly to the online game!